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Lyrics: Tomas
The sun sets in a sea of love
Stab your demoniac smile in my brain
Seduce me with the blood of the sunsets
Lock me out from my body and its pain
The golden wine of the sun,
deep rich purple, white and red [, red]
The crimson vintage of life and love,
I'm drunk on the blood of the sunsets
I watch the burning clouds,
fighting to get hold of the sun
[friend? (no way)]
Take head, I am born, god of twilight
I am forever
Proud, naked, full of sin
Born where the flames never die
Lost in the garden of stars
[I'm lost in the garden of stars
I'm lost in the garden of stars
arghh?
Take head, I am born, god of twilight
I am forever
Proud, naked, full of sin
Born where the flames never die
Lost in the garden of stars]
"We used to sit up there for ages,
It was like we were giving birth to a new world.
A child of our spirits,
Wild with light, alive with colours."
[the sun sets in a sea of love
Stab your demoniac smile in my brain
Seduce me with the blood of the sunsets
Lock me out from my body and its pain, pain
Take head, I am born, god of twilight
I am forever
Proud, naked, full of sin
Born where the flames never die
Lost in the garden of stars]
"Have you ever considered true freedom?
Real true freedom.
We were the gods, burning in the eternal twilight.
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We were the end, forever."
Beyond our sanity, a paradise for all to find
Blood of the sunsets, the golden wine of the sun
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